T2T: Tiny People. Big Problems
Team Name: Great Lakes (Scott Ext, Jessica Scott, Madeleine Schulz)
Initial Design Question:  How can we manage peer to peer interactions between preschool
children to help improve their safety?
Initial Research Questions:  What interactions should we focus on? When/where/why do
interactions become unsafe? How are these interactions being reported or not reported? How
are these interactions being managed currently, both in preschools and other environments?
Do teachers feel that they are able to capture what is happening appropriately during these
interactions?

Skateholders Summary:
Students (Preschoolers): Students in this case would be either the users or the stakeholders
on whom the product impact is felt. We refine students in this case to be preschoolers (ages 2.5
- 4), which is an age where children begin to use their words to express their feelings. We are
using “students” specifically for the purposes of defining their role in the classroom where this
product will be used.
Teachers / Caretakers: Teachers or Caretakers refers to the adult in charge of the
aforementioned “student” when they are in school or daycare. Teachers/Caretakers role in this
system is very important because they will be deciding whether or not the students will be using
the product, how they will use it and will be integral to product success. They will be the
gatekeepers of adoption for this product since its use is primarily in the classroom environment.
The product will also need to take into account this stakeholder’s technical capabilities.
Parents: Parents, as the most important influence of the students outside the classroom, are
also very important stakeholders in this system. Parents will need to sign-off on the use of the
product and if there is a component that requires reinforcement at home they will also have
impact there. We are leveraging the parents as experts in the students behavior, motivations
and feelings in order to design a product that will be effective.
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User Research
Research Method #1: Expert Interview
Methods used & justification:
As one method of research for our project, we decided to conduct an expert
interview. We wanted to Identify a user who is extremely familiar with the area we are
researching with the hope they would be able to highlight key issues of the design
problem and provide insights for design improvements. We felt an interview was very
appropriate for this project because it allowed us to dig deeper into the issues
surrounding preschool safety that would be impossible to observe in a short period of
time or retrieve through a survey. In the case of this project, not being able to conduct
interviews directly with students, we instead sought a teacher’s perspective.
We decided to conduct an interview with Bevette Irvis, the director of Wellspring
Family Services’ early learning center in Seattle. We chose Bevette as our expert
interviewee to provide a perspective outside of the daycare center children we had
already observed. Families are referred to Wellspring Family Services, the school at
which Bevette is the director, through various sources but are generally currently
experiencing or have recently experienced homelessness. Children from these families
commonly have experienced trauma and may even be in situations of domestic abuse.
Hearing about school safety from Bevette, we would be gaining the viewpoint of
someone who has to deal with the extremes of preschool safety concerns on a daily
basis. This unique perspective was exactly what we were looking for.
Summary of Findings:
- Like the director of the daycare Madeleine’s son attends (Community Day Center
for Children), Bevette identified emotional safety as the number one safety
concern for her students.
- All children manifest the stressors that are impacting them in different ways, even
if they come from similar backgrounds and trauma experience. Some children are
withdrawn while others are more prone to outward showings of bad behavior. It is
important that a product developed can accommodate any of these students in
the same way.
- Wellspring has a full staff of educators, therapists and nurses to help the students
develop and work through their issues. This isn’t necessarily the case for all early
learning centers, but it does highlight the importance of the connection students
have with their teachers. Bevette mentioned that the curriculum is student-focused
and allows for the teachers to change lesson plans depending on where the
learning takes them. A product that we develop will need to incorporate this
teacher/student relationship in order to be successful.
- The best way to work through an incident between two students is to take them
aside and be “in the moment”, helping them express their feelings and working
towards a solution. As we have heard from several sources, this creates an issue
with managing the rest of the students in the classroom. A product that will help
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this interaction without drawing teachers away from the rest of the class for a long
period of time would go a long way towards solving this problem.
Research Method #2: Ethnographic Observation
Methods used & justification:
Another method of research we utilized was direct observation. In addition to
collecting data from those who interact often with preschoolers, we knew that we also
needed data from the toddlers themselves. The difficult thing about this demographic is
that a lot of research methods are not practical given their age range. More structured
methods or those that involve a lot of communication (written or spoken) are nearly
impossible to conduct with very young children. Thus, we decided that the best way to
gain insight on preschooler interactions would be to simply observe them playing
together, taking note of any conflicts that occur as well as the context surrounding them.
In order to do this, we organized a playdate at Madeleine’s house with her son
Wyatt (age 2.5) and his two friends Rosco (age 3) and Emery (age 3.5). So as to not
bias their behavior by being in a unfamiliar environment with several adults watching
over, we decided to let them play by themselves in Wyatt’s bedroom for the first half of
the playdate while we used a laptop camera we set up to observe them from the dining
room. After playing inside for a while, the kids were ready to go outside, which required
our direct supervision. So for the second half of the playdate, we had a more interactive
observation while playing with them in the yard.
Summary of Findings:
- Sharing was the main cause of conflict between the children, and sharing conflicts
happened frequently throughout the playdate.
- Anecdotally we’ve heard sharing conflicts can lead to physical harm (e.g. pushing
someone to the side or grabbing something out of someone's hands). However,
what we observed was that most of the physical altercations and/or close calls
between the toddlers were accidental (e.g. hitting another child with a toy while
playing, swinging a stick around). Basically just children not being aware of their
surroundings.
- What sharing conflicts led to the most often was emotional distress. Whining,
yelling, and crying were the most common reactions to having to share (or having
a toy taken away), and these reactions were usually immediate.
- We also noticed that when trying to regulate sharing between two children, using
something like a timer is only helpful if an adult is there to reinforce the rule. The
kids didn’t stop playing with the toy when the timer went off - they instead waited
until an adult reminded them to let the other person play.
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Research Method #3: Online Survey
Methods used & justification:
To balance out the qualitative data collected during our expert interview and
preschooler observation, we created a short (mostly quantitative) survey. We had
already collected some basic data via SMS from moms in the Seattle area about the
main safety concerns for their preschool child’s school. This info, combined with our own
observation that sharing is the main cause of conflict for preschoolers, informed the
questions we created for the survey.
It was important to us that the survey be short, but that respondents still had the
opportunity to explain their answers, so we used a combination of open and closed
questions. Respondents were limited to current parents and/or teachers of preschoolers
(defined as age 2.5-4). This was the only demographic / self-identifying information we
collected. The survey goals were:
1. Gain a general understanding of our stakeholders’ safety concerns
2. Test our hypothesis that sharing is a preschooler safety concern, because it leads
to majority of conflicts that lead to physical and/or emotional harm.
To achieve goal #1, we narrowed general safety concerns into five categories,
and asked respondents to rank them. We built our survey in SurveyGizmo, mainly
because the platform includes a question type that allows this type of ranking. We also
asked for some anecdotal thoughts on the role of the teacher in a preschool classroom.
To achieve goal #2, we asked more targeted questions about sharing and what
strategies the respondent uses to manage sharing conflicts.
Summary of Findings:
Our survey results revealed some interesting nuances about our sharing
hypothesis. Although almost all parents agreed that sharing is the main cause of conflicts
between preschoolers, only about half of parents surveyed were concerned about those
conflicts leading to physical or emotional harm. It would seem that parents don’t
automatically buy into the idea that sharing is a school safety issue. Teachers, however,
were more likely to see the connection. According to the survey data, 78% of teachers
worry about sharing conflicts leading to physical or emotional harm.
The survey also reinforced something brought up during our interview with
Bevette Irvis: the relationship between teacher and student is a huge factor in
preschooler safety. We asked about this through an open-ended question, and almost
every respondent talked about the teacher being the key to safety in the preschool
classroom. This ranged from more logistical safety concerns like cleanliness, to
emotional concerns like providing love to students. Preschool teachers were described
as “protectors,” whose role is to “model the behavior [they’re] trying to teach.” It is
essential that we keep this in mind while designing our product.
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Synthesis of User Research
Revised Design Question: How can preschool classroom safety be improved by making
sharing interactions easier for the teacher and student?
We’ve narrowed our focus area from peer to peer interaction to sharing, though we recognize
that not all stakeholders connect sharing conflicts to school safety. We also now understand the
importance of the teacher-student relationship and have added it to our research question. That
relationship cannot be disregarded when addressing school safety, even if we’re technically
focusing on interactions between preschoolers.
Design Requirements:
❏ The design should specifically focus on preventing or lessening the harm caused by
conflicts related to sharing.
❏ The design should be able to accommodate all students, regardless of how they react to
stressors.
❏ The design should incorporate the teacher/student relationship.
❏ The design should, to some degree, be able to help children work out a conflict in the
moment autonomously.
❏ The design should function without taking the teacher’s attention away from the rest of
the class.
❏ The design should encourage teachers and parents to buy into the idea that improving
sharing interactions can improve school safety.
Personas: see pages 8-10
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Interview with Bevette Irvis
Director, Early Learning Center

1. Tell us a bit about yourself - what’s your background and how did you connect with the
Early Learning Center?
a. Have you spent a lot of time in preschools, or is this a new area?
2. Tell us a little bit about the preschoolers at the Early Learning Center.
a. What experiences do they have might be different from the average toddler?
i.
Can you help us to understand the demographics of your students?
b. What are the students’ main stressers?
c. How have you seen these stressers manifest themselves within the classroom?
3. Does the ELC have established strategies/procedures for managing conflict between
toddlers?
4. Obviously there are many safety issues that can come up in preschoolers’ lives outside
of school, but we’re concerned with what could be prevented at school.
a. What are your biggest safety concerns for preschool during school hours?
i.
If not organically, bring up the concept of “emotional safety”.
b. As the director of the program, do you think there are things you’re concerned
about that parents/teachers may not consider?
c. How do you communicate with parents about these issues? Does it work well?
5. Tell us more about the your preschool space (quick tour?)
a. What are the areas? How are they defined?
b. Where do students spend much of their time?
c. How is their day structured?
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Research Plans

Bevette Interview Notes

Bevette Interview Notes
What’s your background and how did you get connected to ELC?
director at Wellspring
started there 30 years ago as a teacher in Sept 1988
background in health, not intended to work with children, saw herself managing a community clinic but got hooked on early learning
Wellspring has been around since 1892
How do kids end up in school here?
families either currently experiencing homelessness or have in the past 3 years
families get referred from various sources
Do you have more demand than you can keep up with?
There was a time where the demand was larger than what they could manage
right now the waitlist isn’t so long
many families they serve can’t afford to live in Seattle
families transport their kids in as far as Federal Way
they provide internally scholarships for families
Can you think of some ways that they experience safety at school?
curriculum is focused on social and emotional development
overwhelmingly these children have felt the impacts of violence
they show a lot of separation anxiety, they have fear of nap time
different children experience the trauma differently
you’ll have some children who are withdrawn, some that are expressing through hitting, spitting, throwing furniture
focus on providing a sense of safety for the children, reassuring they are safe and mom/dad/etc will be bringing them back
be with t hem in the moment, reassuring them, giving them words for their feelings, wondering out loud what they think the child might be trying to
express
How do you guys keep track of incidents? Are you tracking what leads to those incidents?
We do have 2 staff that are family support specialists
they work closely with the families
families come in for an intake and sit down with the specialist, we gather family background info, where families feel children are in different areas,
what trauma they’ve been exposed to, teachers have access to that info
have a pediatric nurse practitioner, she does the developmental screening for the
ASQSE screening tool, that info goes to the teachers
Teachers are observing children and documenting what they’re seeing, they have an assessment checklist completed twice a month, goes into the
database, from that that shows developmental milestones, where children are developmentally
Teachers can get a snapshot of where a particular child is and how they are progressing
Is there any kind of standardized learning plan or is it tailored to the specific student?
teachers plan a curriculum every week for the entire classroom
we are very child centric and child focused, something might be going on with a particular child that could take them in a new direction
the children could take the curriculum in a different direction based on their interest
very child centered
What are the ages?
1-5
have a toddler 1-2.5, preschool transition 2.5-3.5, preschool 3-5
What’s the typical teacher ratio?
2 teachers w/ 10 children
Also have a lead and an assistance in each classroom and 2 floater teachers that travel between classrooms
What do you think are the main stressors between kids?
sharing, this isn’t something they have learned yet
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Bevette Interview Notes

also because they don’t necessarily have a lot of words, they express themselves through their bodies (grabbing, hitting, biting, etc)
that’s typical development, but knowing kids that have been impacted by trauma that’s another layer
What are things that you’ve seen cause conflict between kids?
they live in the moment
its a lot around resolving conflict, “they’re babies”
they’re learning how to resolve conflicts in pro-social ways, rather than negative adverse ways
keeping ones hands on ones body
young children are impulsive
What do the teachers do in those cases?
time out is an absolute last resort
having the injured child express to the aggressor that you’ve hurt me
teachers also reinforce what that child has said, then asking them how it would feel if it was done to them
being with a child in that moment is very time consuming, then children aren’t learning anything in that moment if you don’t stop and walk the
through what has happened
very challenging for teachers because when you have a group of children then if you’re consumed in one transaction you’re missing what else is
going on
Don’t want anything bad to happen on their watch, because then its on them
Would one teacher be there throughout the day or do they have shifts?
the lead teachers come in at 730 and are there all day
we have one assistant that comes at 815 and the others come at 830
business hours from 8-5
during the whole teacher or semester they are there for the whole day
if a teacher is running late students may go to a different classroom
What are your biggest concerns?
we have a no expulsion policy
when teachers are really struggling with some over the top behaviors, it takes the whole village
half of the children in a preschool class last year were impacted by domestic violence, others tried to step in and help
teacher was worried about keeping herself, and the children safe
We also have therapists on staff, most of their work is with the teachers to benefit the children
teachers then have a space about what’s coming up with them
working with children there could be things that are triggered inside of you
similar situations you experienced as a child
provides space where teachers can talk about it
full time therapist (not always here, but available)
Is there a structured process for the teachers to talk about their plans for the week, knowledge share?
we have …. so many meetings
each teaching team has a planning meeting once a week
once a week they have a staff meeting, rotate assistant and lead teachers weekly, director support specialist and therapist are always there
case consult once a week where teachers identify a child in the classroom that they want a consultation about
nurse and sometimes parents participate in this
at the end of this meeting a plan of action is generated for next steps
last friday of every month they close for staff training lead by 2 therapists, focused on the work happening here
teachers are somewhat moving along as a cohort
teachers talk about things that are coming up in the classroom for them
circle of security
shark music (27 mins in)
peaceful, serene path going to the water, very calming music playing, feeling at ease
then it switches up, same scenery but to the Jaws music
then ask, how did you feel during the first interaction and how did you feel with the music changed
now teachers in the classroom are able to identify their “shark music” while working w/ certain behaviors
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Bevette Interview Notes

How do you loop parents in with this stuff?
we have lots of conversations, support specialists may do it daily
do it via email, phone calls
teachers have parent teacher conferences
sometimes case consults will bring in parents, that doesn’t mean all parents are open and on board
a lot of the parents have their own trauma history
no parent wants to hear there is something wrong with their child, we’ve had parents who have had negative experiences with schools or social
service providers
work on building trusting relationship with families so when they need to have hard convos they can
when we are noticing when parents aren’t quite on board, they will come back at another time and have that conversation
Do you ever have issues with parents not wanting to bring students to school? Maybe they stop coming altogether?
in those situations family support specialists
we’ve had situations where children weren’t coming until 11
they’ve missed the whole entire morning, they’re coming in ready to go to play but they need to start lunch
setting children off because they have missed much of the schedule
have had convos about bringing children earlier
put an attendance policy in place where children need to be here 50% of the time during the month
also if teachers notice the children aren’t coming they will bring it up in the staff meeting
sometimes we find out the kid is sick, but we ask that they do communicate with us so we know what’s happening
sometimes due to the nature of the population children stop coming and we don’t know why
for the most part they communicate, but sometimes they “disappear” and we don’t know why
it must be so difficult for the children because they’ve been used to coming and now they stop and don’t know why
have to tell the children who are still here that they went to another school so they have some kind of explanation
things we think children don’t notice they do notice
What do children on the waitlist do?
there are child care resources, they provide subsidy to assist families who are experiencing homelessness, spots throughout king county
some families prefer to have their kids wait on waitlist
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Ethnographic Observation - Wyatt, Rosco & Emery
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Link to actual survey:
https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/4643904/Tiny-People-Big-Problems
Survey Script:
Hi there! We are three masters students at UW studying Human Centered Design. It's
no small task keeping preschoolers safe, so we're doing some research about how to
make it easier.
A few quick notes:
● If you're taking this survey, it's because you're either a parent or caretaker of a
preschooler (or both!)
● If neither of the above does not apply to you, please do not take this survey!
● All responses to this survey are anonymous. If you wish to leave an email
address for follow up questions, you will have a chance to do so at the end of the
survey.
● We consider "preschoolers" to be children between the age of 2.5 - 4
Thank you for taking our survey! We promise it will be quick.
1. Check the following that applies best to you (you may select more than one):
[ ] Parent of a preschooler
[ ] Teacher/Caretaker of preschool children
2a. From your perspective, rank the following safety concerns children may experience
at preschool: (1-Most important, 5-Least important)
[
[
[
[
[

] Physical harm (ex. fighting, accidents)
] Emotional harm (ex. Bullying, lack of support)
] Building safety (ex. strangers, gun violence)
] School outings (ex. Getting lost or injured)
] Health risks (ex. Spreading germs, food prep)

2b. Are there any other safety concerns you would like to add to the above list?
-------------------------------
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Now that we've got some basics, we have some more specific questions around our
research topic: sharing. What do we mean by sharing?
It's more than sharing your birthday cake. Sharing relates to not only toys and food, but
also people. For example: many preschoolers become possessive of certain friends or
people, and don't want that person to give their attention to other kids.
3. Sharing is the main cause of conflicts between preschoolers.
[ ] Agree
[ ] Disagree
If Disagree, why?
_________________
4. What are you more worried about as an outcome of a preschooler conflict about
sharing?
[ ] Physical Harm
[ ] Emotional Harm
[ ] I’m not worried about either
5a.What strategy or strategies are most effective in managing sharing conflicts between
preschoolers? Choose up to 3 of the below.
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Advising children to use their words
Taking away object(s) of conflict
Setting a timer to enforce taking turns
Time outs
Encouraging an apology
Redirect attention to another activity
Explain the concept of sharing

5b. Are there any strategies you use that were not included in the previous question?
_________________
6. If you are open to our team contacting you with follow up questions, please write your
email below.
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Outline of Potential Methods

Research Type Method
Qualitative
Qualitative

Quantitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Location

Subject(s)

Description
Spend time at preschool
Ethnographic Observation CDCC Daycare
Preschool Students / Teachers
observing toddler interactions
Interview expert on childhood
Expert Interview
Wellspring Family Services
Bevette Irvis
trauma and early learning
Survey parents/teachers on
techniques for managing toddler
Survey
Online
Preschool Parents/Teachers interactions and avoiding conflict.
Diagram activity flow in preschool
Flow Analysis
CDCC Daycare
Preschool Students / Teachers
classroom
Identify stressers in preschool
Cognitive Task Analysis CDCC Daycare
Students
classroom
Preschoolers narrate their
experience when conflicts come
Narration
CDCC Daycare
Students
up
Research toys/objects related to
sharing/preschooler conflicts that
Competitive Product Research
Online
Competitors
already exist
What are the kids' special
relationships to each other and
how do they affect toddler
Social Network Mapping Survey?
Students / Parents / Teachersinteractions?
Study where they spend their time
Behavioral Mapping
Daycare
Students
while at daycare
A Day in the Life
Daycare
Students

Method Used?Planned Date(s)
x

10/21

x

10/17

x

10/24-10/27

x

10/18
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T2T: Product Competitors
Product
Role play puppets

Purpose
Helps kids to discuss their emotions

Link

https://www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.
Parent step-by-step guide to learning about causes uk/sites/default/files/opigno_scorm_extracted/scorm_41/story_html5.
Anti-bullying tool
of bullying
html?lms=1
https://www.playtherapysupply.com/games/stop-bullying-thumball?
gclid=CjwKCAjw3qDeBRBkEiwAsqeO7g2pkCatch and react tool to open up discussion on
4MdJVYDOWgzBy6Kx6_rWhef_EPyAQuiZ4UvILhxOhvM19LxhoC7KIQA
Stop bullying thumbball
bullying
vD_BwE
Meebie
Let's kids change the emotions on a play doll
https://www.playtherapysupply.com/toys/meebie
How are you feeling today?
https://www.playtherapysupply.com/games/how-are-you-feeling-todaypuzzle
Discussion tool
puzzle
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/p/how-to-stop-being-bullied-annneville/1121151704/2671604587631?
st=PLA&sid=BNB_DRS_Core+Catch-All,
+Low_00000000&2sid=Google_&sourceId=PLGoP212586&gclid=CjwKC
How to stop getting bullied
Ajw3qDeBRBkEiwAsqeO7kFPOw2WHAXVI0Z_vfBAXU3FdxLooCaBCina
book
step by step guide
dUMfjxF_W1p-FeyNMxoC24YQAvD_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Teaching-Press-InspireBullying/dp/B01HNY73M8/ref=asc_df_B01HNY73M8/?tag=hyprod20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=198074365400&hvpos=1o9&hvnetw=g&hvran
d=4670884420976058835&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvc
stop bullying posters
mdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9033320&hvtargid=pla-320706845023&psc=1
https://www.childtherapytoys.com/products/roll-a-role-a-bullyingprevention-game-cards-only?gclid=CjwKCAjw3qDeBRBkEiwAsqeO7l-UcR7zGZhy_G4hCAJiPqEZ73DHyCrXDk82vQpgcVA Bullying Prevention Game role play game
AR0siNVk0RoClHMQAvD_BwE
Sharing Bin
child plays only with toys in his bin
contains activity to help children quiet down after
Quiet Bin
coming inside
https://www.pre-kpages.com/preschool-quiet-bins/
https://www.friendshipcircle.org/blog/2012/11/06/20-visual-timers-forSharing timer app
helps kids share
children-with-special-needs/
various mindfulness and
http://www.jennaflemingcounseling.com/blog-post/7-apps-for-kids-thatemotion sharing apps
help-with-anxiety-mindfulness-and-emotions/
apps helping develop
https://igamemom.com/apps-helping-kids-develop-social-and-emotionalemotional skills
skills/
American Girl Doll
doll just like them, helps learn about relationships
https://www.americangirl.com/shop/ag/ag-error-page
Kids learn to take care of animals, teaches
Critter Clinic
empathy
https://www.amazon.com/Critter-Clinic-Toy-Vet-Play/dp/B00B16U50C
https://www.amazon.com/Hape-Eggspressions-Wooden-LearningIllustrative/dp/B006WZKDT0/ref=sr_1_1?s=toys-andgames&ie=UTF8&qid=1539908222&sr=11&keywords=eggspressions&dpID=51eDQdVIcdL&preST=_SY300_QL70
Eggspressions
learn to read others emotions
_&dpSrc=srch
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/62999/emotion-floor-cushions-set-ofEmotion Floor Cushions
helps kids identify emotions
6?c=34
Lego Duplo build your
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/89850/lego-duplo-build-meemotions kit
inchemotions-inch-45018?c=34
DECA preschool program
https://www.kaplanco.com/devereux#Devpreschool
emotional feelings learning
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/63628/understanding-feelingskit
learning-kit?c=34
My feelings carpet
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/62919/my-feelings-carpet-4-x-6?c=34
Friends & Neighbors, the
learn about characters stories, recognizing feelings https://www.kaplanco.com/product/63609/friends-and-neighbors-thehelping game
in others
helping-game?c=34
Manimo weighted plush
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/63777P/manimo-weighted-animals?
animals
helps children in stress relax
c=34
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/146976/emotions-dominoes-game-28Emotions dominos
pieces?c=34
Warmies
stuffed toys you put in the microwave
https://www.kaplanco.com/product/146754/warmies-plush-giraffe?c=34
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Team 8 - Discovery
Name

Child Age

Parent Feedback
Boy/Girl

Preschool Type
Location

Jinha

3 Boy

Center

DC

Zoee

3 Girl

Home

Cincinnati

Jenny

2 Boy

Center

Seattle

Danielle

4 Boy

Center

Portland

Tiffany

3 Boy

Center

Seattle

Safety Concerns - Communicated via SMS
bullying. His teachers said that he's less likely to fight back so maybe kids are more
likely to confront him about toys and the like.
Well, since she's been at the babysitter's house the past few years, my concerns have
decreased, but for preschool I did start to think about it more. Some of the things I
consider (with her and Quinn) are:
1)Background checks for teachers and an overall positive attitude, caring demeanor
from them - obviously allowing anyone else to be with your kids brings concerns for
types of abuse, but I feel comfortable with who is caring for her now
2)Following sleep safe guidelines and safety guidelines for equipment (I.e. not letting
Quinn sleep in a car seat, etc.)
3)Limited access to the building from the outside (code to get in, etc.)
4)Developmentally appropriate engagement/instruction (no overstimulation or pushing
them too fast/slow academically)
Top concerns for me:
- guns and external violence (like someone coming in with a gun into the school)
I would say this one is at the very top and has way more weight on me than any other
concerns.
- being taught that he's preferences are wrong, which would in turn make him feel
unsafe to express himself. Not to be confused with being disciplined for misbehaving,
which I think is important.
I guess I'm always concerned about eatherquakes and mad men (like school shooters).
And bullying
Sure!
Hmmm....his school is located at Jackson and 4th which is super convenient but the
surrounding blocks can be SKETCH.
That's pretty much it. I guess they could do a better job introducing the teachers to the
parents so that we have more trust in the ppl we're leaving our children with.
1. Is she safe from being physically harmed/bullied by peers (bite, hit, pushed etc)
2. Is her classroom set up with age appropriate activities to challenge her but also not
hurt her. Also is it earthquake proofed.
3. Is she being monitored by teachers when playing to keep her safe
4. When they go on outings outside of school-do they keep them safe from cars etc.
5. Is this food she's eating safe? (Fresh and healthy options with not a lot of sugar).

Margot

2 girl

center

Seattle

I'll let you know if I think of others
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